I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to seemingly irregular spread of prime numbers amongst integers, relentless efforts are being taken to understand their distribution both theoretically [1] and within huge ranges [4] .
The trends of general and successive occurrences of digit 1 in all natural numbers are extensively considered [11] , [12] , [13] . The presence of digit 1 in prime numbers is also examined [14] . General, successive and nonsuccessive occurrences of digit 0 in in natural numbers [5] , [6] , [7] and in primes [8] , [9] , [10] are known.
Continuing the tradition of working in increasing ranges as high as till 1 trillion, in present work, successive 1's in digits of primes are studied.
II. OCCURRENCE OF SINGLE SUCCESSIVE DIGIT 1 IN PRIME NUMBERS
Single occurrence of 1 is considered trivially as successive. So, values determined in [14] for occurrence of single 1 in prime numbers are also of those of as occurrence of single successive 1 in them! The number of primes with multiple successive 1's in these ranges of powers of 10 is graphically plotted with vertical axis on logarithmic scale and it shows parallel-like exponential curves.
FIG. 1 : NUMBER OF PRIMES IN VARIOUS RANGES WITH MULTIPLE SUCCESSIVE 1'S IN THEIR DIGITS
Their percentage with respect to number of all positive integers with equal number of successive 1's in respective ranges is as follows.
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FIG. 2 : PERCENTAGE OF PRIMES IN VARIOUS RANGES WITH MULTIPLE SUCCESSIVE 1'S IN THEIR DIGITS WITH RESPECT TO ALL SUCH INTEGERS IN RESPECTIVE RANGES
Here are the graphs of differences of number of primes with successive 1's and number of primes with equal number of successive 0's in our ranges.
FIG. 3 : THE DIFFERENCE OF NUMBER OF PRIMES WITH MULTIPLE SUCCESSIVE 1'S THAN THOSE WITH MULTIPLE SUCCESSIVE 0'S IV. FIRST OCCURRENCE OF SUCCESSIVE DIGIT 1'S IN PRIME NUMBERS
The first natural number containing 1 is clearly 1 itself. For higher ranges, first occurrence of 2 1's is in 11, that of 3 is in 111 and so on. In fact, the very first occurrence of multiple 1's happens to be that of successive 1's as given in There is no formula available till now for such occurrences in prime numbers. These have been determined to be as follows. This is notable that many of these occurrences are first occurrences of 1's as well as first occurrences of successive 1's in primes. The last occurrences of prime numbers with r number of successive 1's in them in these ranges have been determined to be as follows. 6  -------94,111,111  7.  7  -------71,111,111  8.  8  --------9.  9  --------10. 10 The remark for general occurrences of 1's also applies to successive occurrences of 1's.
V. LAST OCCURRENCE OF SUCCESSIVE DIGIT 1'S IN PRIME NUMBERS
Remark : The maximum number of successive 1's in any prime number in the range 1 -10 n , for n > 1, is at most n.
The numbers coming in all sections here form integer sequences and merit independent treatment.
